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Introduction 

These notes that are part of your package and are installed in the location shown below. Please 
note that if you do not have the previous version of PM installed, you are able to download older 
release notes from the Practice Hub. 

 

The following convention is used throughout this document: 

 Enhancement  

 Correction 

Note that as part of PM 11 we have integrated what was previously the Value Billing (VB) 
module into the core application and this is now referred to as Contracts. 

Resource Planning (RP) has been discontinued as a module. Please refer to the section in this 
document called Resource Enhancements for further details of this change. 

Known Issues 

A knowledge base article has been created to record any new known issue as a result of this 
release - Knowledge Base article # 18240.  

The known issues are detailed separately in the knowledge base article, linked to the 
knowledge article #. For each ‘FIXED’ article the linked Knowledge Article will contain details on 
how to obtain the update. For each ‘LOGGED’ article, the issue has been logged for 
development and will be resolved in a future release. 

To review the Knowledge Base Article #18240, visit the MyAPS Portal, enter the article number 
and press the search button. 

MyAPSPortal - http://myaps.aps-advance.com/vsm_prod/Servicemanager.aspx?lite  

Reference Numbers 

Each item in this document is prefixed by a corresponding reference number. From time to time 
a Reckon staff member may advise you of a reference number for an outstanding issue or 
enhancement request. Once that change has been released, the release notes document will 
include the reference and an explanation of the change. 

 

  

http://go.reckon.com/practice-hub-pm/
http://myaps.aps-advance.com/vsm_prod/Servicemanager.aspx?lite
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InfoTrack 

 #24107. InfoTrack is a technology company that provides integrated searching and 
innovative services for professionals, businesses and individuals with property, company and 
personal search needs. 

As one of our platform partners, we have created a seamless integration from within the PM 
Central Console. This enables you to request a range of property, personal and company 
searches directly from your Console. 

Once you have completed your request, all documents are not only filed into your document 
management solution (DMS) but the disbursement charge is then created and allocated to 
the specific Client\Matter combination in your APS Database. 

This integration works in both New Zealand and Australia for different search documents. 

 

Please refer to the InfoTrack User Guide for more information.  

Cloud Timesheets Application 

 #24297. It is now possible to enable Cloud Timesheets for your employees. Cloud 
timesheets is a SaaS based cloud application. 

There are two applications available for recording time with Cloud Timesheets: 

o Mobile Timesheet application allows users to prepare their timesheets from an 
iOS or Android phone while in or out of the office 

o Web Timesheets for Cloud complements the mobile app allowing recording of 
time when you are in the office or on the road.   

Please refer to the Cloud Timesheets User guide for more detail. 
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Client Hub 

Client Hub is one of our newest cloud services that enables an APS user to access the Practice 
Management client information on any internet enabled device, such as smart phones, tablets 
and web browsers. Client data is transferred to a cloud store in AWS and is accessible by any 
authorised and authenticated user in the Practice. 

Only client specific information is accessible through Client Hub. The Client Details, Addresses, 
Attributes, Relationships and any other custom created data sets that is currently utilised in the 
Practice, and for all Australian Practices, the Australian Tax numbers are visible in Client Hub. It 
is important to note, that the data flow in this release is only a one-way push to the cloud and a 
user will be unable to change any data in the cloud. 

Included in the first release of Client Hub is the ability to view your clients outstanding debt 
balances across multiple entities. The debt page will only display all outstanding invoices at the 
time of viewing the information. 

If your Practice utilises relationships on the desktop version of APS, this will be available to the 
users in Client Hub. It shows the relationships between the entities just as it is on the desktop 
application. 

If you have signed up for cloud services and turned on Cloud Timesheets, there is a navigation 
link to the web timesheets application from within Client Hub. 

Once your APS Cloud Applications have been activated (refer to ‘APS PM V.11 Cloud 
Application Installation Notes’) Client Hub will be accessible from the below url: 

https://hub.aps.reckon.com/.  

https://hub.aps.reckon.com/
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Contracts 

Contracts was previously a separate module called Value Billing (VB). This module has now 
been incorporated into the core PM application. 

The Contracts application is used to set up contracts with Clients/Matters for a fixed price.  The 
system will create fees based on the Contract details.  They can be set up as Periodic or 
Milestone type contracts. 

A periodic contract uses a Bill Plan created over calendar months, the auto billing feature in 
Fees will raise a fee based on the frequency that has been set. 

A milestone contract is a performance-based contract which will raise a fee for a percentage of 
the contract when designated milestones are reached. 

Please refer to the online help guide for further details on setting up and using Contracts. 

 

Value Billing Users 

If you currently use Value Billing Reporting Services reports your current reports 
will need to be replaced with the new Contracts Reports. 
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For instructions on adding these reports please refer to the ‘APS PM V.11 
Contracts Reporting Installation Notes’. 

Resource Enhancements 

The module previously referred to as Resource Planning (RP) has been discontinued following 
a review of functions and input from our client base on requirements. 

Some of the key features that were part of RP have been incorporated back into the core PM 
application to enhance the current Workflow processes and capabilities of the system. 

Capacity 

 The Capacity page has been created to give an overview of the amount of hours allocated to 
staff members for a selected period(s). This information is based on the Target Date of 
scheduled milestones and the staff member allocated as the Milestone Responsibility. 

Where staff budgets are used, the value in the Capacity column will be the staff member’s 
budget billable hours less the milestone budget hours the fee earner is responsible for. You will 
see ALL fee earners that are either allocated to a milestone or have a budget. The total capacity 
will be the fee earners’ budget less milestone budget hours in that period.  

It is beneficial to be using staff budgets within APS to view more complete data but it is not 
mandatory. There are limitations to the use of the Capacity page where budgets are not utilised. 
Where staff budgets are not utilised, the values in the Capacity columns will always display as 
negative values (in red). You will only see fee earners who are allocated to milestones in this 
case. 
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You have the ability to see the Capacity as well as the Budget for staff members. If service lines 
have been attached to your standard matters, you can also view which service lines the 
capacity is being utilised against. 

Work Centre 

 The Work Centre displays work to be performed within the currently selected date range, it 
displays one line per Client:Matter. The Work Centre view can then be massaged to display 
many different permutations depending on the context you are viewing the information for. 
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There are many different fields (columns) available for this page. We have included quite a few 
‘lists’ to help you see just what you are able to do on this page. 

 

The Work Centre also provides the ability to do a bulk Milestone Responsibility reallocation. 
This can be done for a specific date range which is useful when e.g. staff take extended leave. 
Alternatively, you can also apply a filter to select only certain Clients, Matters or other 
associated attributes. 
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Web Browser in Console 

 #24084. The control used for displaying web pages in the Consoles has been extended to 
use its own control rather than the current version of the IE browser that is on the local 
computer. This new control provides the following benefits: 

• Renders all PIQ and Reporting Services reports correctly 
• Runs in its own memory space rather than running in the APS memory space 
• Provides a platform to present client focused web content 

LinkedIn is included as the first piece of client focused data. A new address is provided for each 
clients LinkedIn page, please refer to Appendix 2 for more details.  

Receipt Import 

Following feedback from clients, we’re releasing stage 1 of our receipt import function. 

This is handled using a Receipt Import Spreadsheet which connects to your APS Database. 

The solution will create your Receipt header, Receipt transactions and also complete the 
allocation to the invoice. 

Stage 1 does not allow for Future Receipts upload. 

Refer to Appendix 1 for further detail and configuration. To obtain the Excel import spreadsheet 
required for this process please refer to Knowledge Base article #18296, or contact APS 
Support or your APS Consultant. 

Invoice and Statement Designer 

This tool enables clients to make some customisations to their Invoice and Statement layouts. 
Please refer to the document ‘APS PM V.11 Invoice and Statements Report Designer Manual’ 
for full details. Please refer to the Training Academy for training resources on how to use this 
tool. 

Advanced Actions 

Bulk Attribute Maintenance 

 The ability to update Partner, Manager, Department and Staff attributes in bulk, either using 
the selector or an excel spreadsheet. Maintaining critical reporting attributes in your 
database can be a challenge.  With business structure and personnel restructures, reflecting 
changes back in the database can be time consuming.  Until now, any bulk attribute changes 
required an APS team member to complete changes directly to the database tables at a cost 
to you.  We have listened to your request to have your own bulk maintenance attribute tool 
and have provided this function in PM 11. Empowering you to make the change you want, 
when you want in your own time. See Appendix 3 for more details. To obtain the Excel 
import spreadsheet required for this please refer to Knowledge Base article #18297, or 
contact APS Support or your APS Consultant. 
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All applications  

The following situations have been corrected. 

Central Console 

Grid Layouts 

 #20935 ACC-1386 Re-establish the ability for users to save the layout for grids in the Actions 
and Notes. 

Fees Console 

Worklist 

 #24290. ACC- 1300. Ability to include Matter Partner field in the Fee Console. 

Posting Validation 

 #24335. ACC-1640. There are some scenarios where the GST/Tax rate is not included on 
the Fee line, we have added pre-post validation to check for this, we now display an error 
message IF posting the fee encounters a missing rate. 

Batch Manager 

 #23986. ACC-1298 Debtors – Batch Summary Report – could show some WIP incorrectly 
where there were multiple fees for a single debtor. 

Fee Route data 

 #24164. ACC-1299. Fee Route data is now retained for audit purposes when Write Offs are 
processed and there is no invoice attached to the transaction. However this data is not 
visible in Fee Spy. 

Contracts 

 #24512. ACC-1507 - Contracts - Matter descriptions greater than 50 in length cause 'string 
or binary data will be truncated..' error for Standard reporting - Revenue Reports 

 #24515. ACC-1573 Contracts - additional indexes to improve performance of Contract 
reports. 

Currency  

 #24534. ACC-1918 Currency, copy rates generated an error when selecting the 1st period of 
the year. 

Organisation Structure 

 #24519. ACC-1586 Org Structure - adding items to level, the dropdown did not display all the 
generic values IF these have already been assigned to a previous 'entity'. 
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Bulk Invoice and Statement Email functionality   

 The SMTP engine used for sending Invoices and Statements has been upgraded and now 
supports sending email via the TLS protocol (including Office 365). 

Standard Reporting 

 #21605. ACC-1298 Standard Reporting - Debtors - Transaction Listings - Transaction Listing 
by Transaction Type not adding up where there were receipts, bad debts or credit notes 
included. 
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Appendix 1 Receipt Import 

The receipt import process has a simple configuration setup. We recommend creating a specific 
Fee Earner record to attach to the transactions that are uploaded using the import function. 

A new SUPS Setting has been created to allow you to store the ID of the Fee Earner record. 

 

Spreadsheet configuration 

The spreadsheet supplied contains Visual Basic Macros. You will need to edit 2 settings to 
supply the details of our server and database name. 

Upon opening the spreadsheet, to access the VB Controls, select Alt + F11. This will open the 
control window and you will be presented with the below screen.: 

 

You may need to discuss these settings with your IT staff. 

Edit the value for gDataSource to be the name of your SQL Server 

Edit the value for gCatalog to be the name of your database. In most instances this should be 
APS_DSQL 
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For the connection settings, we recommend leaving this as a Trusted Connection. If there are 
connection issues when trying to import data, please discuss with your IT staff to confirm your 
connection configuration. 

The spreadsheet requires 3 core pieces of data: 

Date 

Invoice No 

Amount 

The below screenshot shows the options available within the spreadsheet. 

 

The buttons on the spreadsheet perform the following tasks: 

Reset Data – This clears any information already stored in the spreadsheet. 

Validate Data – This links to your APS database and validates the 3 core pieces of information. 
For additional validation fields, please refer to the sub section below called Additional Validation 
Fields. 

Save and Continue – This allows you to save your data entry prior to importing. 

Save and Import – This will import the records into the APS Database. 
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Additional Validation Fields 

Additional data that can be entered to assist the validation process are: 

• External Reference 
• Debtor ID 
• Debtor SortName 
• Entity ID 
• Entity Name 

 

Validation 

Once you’re happy with the entered data, click the Validate button.  This will verify the 
information entered and confirm if accurate.  If a Warning message is given, you can still 
process to import.   Any Errors will need to be corrected.  
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Import 

Once you’re happy with the data, simply click the Save and Import button. 

You’ll notice that the Import Date field populates and also the ID of the imported transaction 
shows.  This is the ID from our holding table, not the actual receipt ID. 
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Appendix 2 LinkedIn 

LinkedIn integration is provided via a new LinkedIn console page and a new LinkedIn address 
for each client, the address is a link to that clients LinkedIn page.  

Access to the LinkedIn page is provided by JOE Administration. 

 

There are two JOE Administration settings for LinkedIn addresses: 

Allow Access: Allows the user to view the clients LinkedIn address. 

Editable: Allows the user to edit the clients LinkedIn address 
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To add the client address paste the web address from the web browser to the clients’ LinkedIn 
address. 

 

 

The first time you select to browse to the LinkedIn page, you will be asked to login (this is your 
LinkedIn login name and password), these credentials will be remembered by the browser the 
next time you view the LinkedIn page. 
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The clients LinkedIn page will then be displayed.  
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Appendix 3 Bulk Attribute Maintenance 

Bulk Attribute Maintenance provides the ability to update Partner, Manager, Department and 
Staff attributes in bulk, either using the selector or an excel spreadsheet. Maintaining critical 
reporting attributes in your database can be a challenge.  With business structure and 
personnel restructures, reflecting changes back in the database can be time consuming.  Until 
now, any bulk attribute changes required an APS team member to complete changes directly to 
the database tables at a cost to you.  We have listened to your request to have your own bulk 
maintenance attribute tool and have provided this function in Practice Management 11. 
Empowering you to make the change you want, when you want in your own time. Attribute data 
is maintained through the applicable consoles, eg Partner console to maintain partner value list. 

Two methods of update: 

Bulk Attribute Update Excel – uses an excel file where you can enter the new partner / manager 
/ department / Matter Responsibility and then import the spreadsheet, this is great where jobs 
for manager X are being reallocated to different managers 

Bulk Attribute Update Selector – uses the selector to select the clients to move and then update 
a specific attribute on all those clients, e.g. Move all jobs for partner A to partner B where the 
manager is X 

 

IMPORTANT!  

As this is a bulk update process we strongly recommend this is run 
when no users are in the database and that a backup is taken 
before performing any bulk update function.  

JOE Admin 

These functions are secured by JOE Administration and are listed in ‘Advanced Actions’. Both 
bulk update functions have their independent setting, ‘View Allowed’.  

View Allowed – allows full access to the selected Bulk Attribute Update tool. 
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Bulk Attribute Update – Selector 

The Bulk Attribute Update Selector application runs using the APS Selector tool that is available 
in many areas of the APS suite. Using the Selector you can select the clients to be updated 
based on various attributes in the database and then update the Partner / Manager / 
Department and Matter Responsible (where applicable). 

Launch the Bulk Attribute Update Selector application 

 

Select whether to update Clients, Matter or Clients and Matters 

 

Clients: Will select and update only clients 

Matters: Will select and update on matters  

Clients and Matters: Will select clients and matters  
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Include closed matters: When matters are selected there is an additional option to optionally 
select to update closed matters, by default only open matters will be updated. 

 

Click Next 

The clients that meet the filter criteria will be displayed in the grid as below for the user to 
review. 

 

Click Update to update the clients. 
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You will then be prompted to confirm you wish to proceed.  

Ok to continue or Cancel to be taken back to the above grid. 

 

Finish to close the wizard. 

 

Once the update has finished the above confirmation message will be displayed. 

We recommend you review the data before allowing users back into the system. 

Bulk Attribute Update – Excel 

The Bulk Attribute Update - Excel application allows the creation of a list of clients in Excel that 
can then be imported using this tool to re-allocate the Partner / Manager / Department and 
Matter Responsible (where applicable) on a selected group of clients.  
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Launch the Bulk Attribute Update Excel application 

 

Browse to select the previously prepared excel file 
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Click Next to continue 

 

Choose whether or not to include Matters and Closed Matters in the update, then select Next to 
continue 
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The list of selected Clients and Matters will be displayed for review before updating. Once these 
have been reviewed, select Update to update the attribute data. 

 

Click Update to update the clients. 

 

You will then be prompted to confirm whether you wish to proceed.  

Ok to continue or Cancel to be taken back to the above grid. 

 

Finish to close the wizard. 
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Once the update has finished the above confirmation message will be displayed. 

We recommend you review the data before allowing users back into the system. 
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Appendix 4 Client Hub 

Client Hub is one of our newest cloud services that enables an APS user to access the Practice 
Management client information on any internet enabled devices, such as smart phones, tablets 
and web browsers. Client data is transferred to a cloud store in AWS and is accessible by any 
authorised and authenticated user in the Practice. 

Data accessible through Client Hub is the client specific information that is currently viewed in 
Details, Addresses, Attributes, Relationships and any other custom created data sets that are 
utilised in the Practice. Additionally, for all Australian Practices, the Australian Tax numbers are 
also shown. It is important to note, that the data flow in this release is only a one-way push to 
the cloud and a user will be unable to change any data in the cloud. 

In addition to the default data included with client hub, additional Client data can be uploaded by 
specifying the attribute or attribute set information in the System and User Product Settings 
under the group ACC. Note these settings are created as part of the Cloud services installation, 
not via the PM11 upgrade process. 

 

 

Client Hub uses the same user authentication as other APS Cloud Applications.  

Access to Client hub is via the below URL: 

http://hub.aps.reckon.com 

http://hub.aps.reckon.com/
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